Inspiration - Wool Weaving

1. Make sure you have 3
mini balls of wool, a
needle and a card loom.

2. Find the end of the
wool and securely tape
it to the back of the
card.

4. Once you have
enough lines, cut the
thread and secure with
tape.

5. From the front it
should look like this.
This is the side you will
weave from.

7. To join your wool or
change colour, just
unthread your needle
and tie the two ends of
wool together and
rethread. The knot can
be pushed behind and
trimmed later.

8. If you are making a
coaster, stop weaving
when you have a square
shape, carry on to the
top if you are making a
bookmark. Leave a 2”
tail of wool when you
finish your final row.

3. Wind the wool around the
card as shown. A coaster
will need about 15 lines, a
bookmark will be less.

6. Thread your needle
with with wool and start
to weave under and
over. Leave at least a 2”
tail of wool when you
start as this will need to
be tied later. Build up
your rows alternating the
over and under pattern.
DO NOT pull the wool
tightly around the edges
but DO push down each
row of stitches neatly.

Top Tip
Keep your rows and
edges loose - do not
pull tight as you will
lose the tension!

9. When finished, turn
your card over and cut
through all of the wool
as shown. Free the
weaving from the board.

10. Lay your weaving
out and locate the first
row (which will be
loose). Push this up to
meet the other rows
whilst noting where the
2” tail is.

11. Tie the 2” tail to the
outside hanging thread
(as arrowed in previous
photo). Tie securely with
3 knots. Repeat steps
10 & 11 with the top of
the weaving.

12. Start tying together
all the stray threads.
Fasten each pair with 3
knots. Make sure you tie
the pairs which will
secure the row in place
(as shown by arrows).

13. You will end up with
this. If you do not want
tasseled ends, just trim
the strands oﬀ neatly. If
you want a tasseled
edge, trim them to the
length required.

14. If you want a
tasseled edge, you will
need to add more
tassels. Cut contrasting
lengths of wool as
shown.

15. Make a loop with
the contrasting piece of
wool and push (with the
needle) through the
bottom row.

16. Push the tails
through the loop to
make a tassel. Add
these all along the
bottom row and trim to
the desired length.

17. Unravel each strand
of tassel wool to create
an attractive finish.

